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Humphry Repton’s recommendations often involved the judicious removal of trees, which 
he described as undrawing the curtains. Conversely, he also ‘drew the curtains’ with 
planting to disguise service buildings or boundaries. His ‘before’ and ‘after’ views in his 
Red Books were adept at showing these and other devices and, through his publications, 
brought his methods to a wider audience. What did Repton chose to conceal or reveal 
in his Red Books and in his practice, and how did he conceal the art of the Improver?

the perfection of landscape gardening

in humphry repton’s Sketches and Hints on Landscape Gardening (1795), he stated: 

the perfection of landscape gardening consists in the four following requisites:

first, it must display the natural beauties, and hide the natural defects of every 
situation. 
secondly, it should give the appearance of extent and freedom, by carefully 
disguising or hiding the boundary. 
thirdly, it must studiously conceal every interference of art, however expensive, by 
which the natural scenery is improved; making the whole appear the production of 
nature only; and
fourthly, all objects of mere convenience or comfort, if incapable of being made 
ornamental, or of becoming proper parts of the general scenery, must be removed 
or concealed.1

all these requisites relate to repton’s ability to conceal and reveal elements in the 
landscape and were central to his work. however, it is clear when looking at repton’s 
proposals for individual sites that he adapted his principles to meet the requirements of 
the place and client. there were always exceptions to his rules and some of his decisions 
were surprising. he prided himself on his commonsense approach and he ranked the 
comfort and convenience of the owners as highly as the aesthetic appearance of a site. as 
repton said: ‘the difference between a rural scene on canvas and a rural scene in reality 
is in the need to provide utility and comfort to the inhabitants’.2

a raree show

repton needed a flexible approach because of the challenging context within which he 
was working. his thirty years of landscaping practice coincided with a period of great 
political and financial uncertainty – george iii’s mental health problems, the napoleonic 
wars and their aftermath, high unemployment, the corn laws, extreme weather 
conditions, and famines in both 1795 and 1816 – the ‘year without summer’, following 
the eruption of mount tambora in indonesia.3 the culmination of the consequential 
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unrest was the peterloo massacre, alluded to by shelley in his sonnet England in 1819.4 
the regency aesthetic drew a curtain across the distressed state of the country, but the 
precarious situation impacted on repton’s ability to secure commissions for work on 
the ground. his desire to secure work sometimes led to manipulative behaviour and 
this was particularly the case at sheringham, norfolk (figure 1). the somewhat naïve 
and vulnerable client, abbot Upcher, had first seen sheringham in June 1811 and had 
been ‘cruelly disappointed’, but he visited a few days later and was taken by the place. 
the solicitor for the sale was repton’s son, william, and after signing the contract, 
Upcher was invited to dine with him, an occasion in which his father just happened to be 
present.5 what both repton father and son knew was that the estate had been massively 
overvalued. an earlier potential sale negotiated by humphry had fallen through because 
of the relative low value of the estate and lack of a proper house.6 

Upcher found out about the value but never suspected that repton knew about it 
and commissioned him to draw up plans for the landscape and a new house designed by 
John adey repton in 1812.7 the Upcher family moved into the old house, but left a few 
days later, with Upcher in a ‘great depression’, ‘actively owing to the estate for which he 
gave 50 thous[an]d’.8 repton was instructed to offer it for sale, but nobody would offer 
more than thirty thousand pounds.9 thankfully, Upcher recovered, decided not to sell 
and repton started work again on the estate. apart from a planned temple, the landscape 
was largely complete and the shell of the house had been built when Upcher became ill 
again in 1817.10 he died aged thirty-four in 1819, less than a year after repton’s own 
death. the family continued to live in the old house until 1839 when the new house – 
sheringham Bower – was finally completed.

figure 1. ‘the sea at sheringham is not like that of the Bay of naples’; from humphry repton, 
red Book for sheringham, norfolk (1812). felbrigg hall, national trust id no. 3076480. 

courtesy: ntpl commissioned (ntpl), © national trust images
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conversely, it was also a period of innovation, such as the discovery that cast iron 
could be used for structural purposes, and global exploration. on a domestic scale, the 
ability to move around the country was aided by the improved road surfaces invented 
by thomas telford and John loudon macadam and an increased range of carriage 
types with better wheel construction and suspension.11 exploration on a continental scale 
brought in new plants, which was combined with an increased interest in horticulture.12 
a rising wealthy merchant class gave repton a broader range of clients and he adapted 
his practice to meet both the positive and the negative changes. he also adapted to the 
changing landscape aesthetic from the late eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries: he 
introduced specialized gardens to showcase the new plants available in his early nineteenth-
century garden designs13 and he adapted seventeenth-century orangeries14 built at a time 
when only orange-trees, myrtles and a limited range of greenhouse plants were grown, 
which required little light: ‘since that period, the numerous tribe of geraniums, ericas, 
and other exotic plants, requiring more light, have caused a very material alteration in 
the construction of the green-house.’15 

repton was often commissioned to work on established landscapes and his proposals 
sought to modernize and correct mistakes made in previous phases of work with the aim 
of making a united and harmonious design. as the duke of Bedford told him when talking 
of woburn, Bedfordshire: ‘much has been done here, but much remains to be done, 
and something, i think, to undo,’ the latter in reference to henry holland’s landscaping 
work.16 repton’s suggestions were often subtle, especially when shown in plan form or 
described in writing, so he used his method of moving slides and flaps in his watercolours 
to show the impact of these changes. what may have seemed a minor change was then 
shown to make a dramatic difference. repton wrote that a painter ‘sees things as they 
are’ and a landscape gardener ‘as they will be’. he was accomplished at both and that 
enabled him to see what was there (his before view) and what should be there (his after 
view). the illustrations gave the owners the confidence to make changes with which they 
might otherwise have been nervous and can be seen as the equivalent of an architect or 
designer producing a virtual reality walk-through today. the method was so successful 
that the red Books and folios were sometimes commissioned solely as a conversation 
piece and the ‘before’ and ‘after’ views were emulated by prince von pückler muskau and 
nicolas Vergnaud in their popular publications in the 1830s.17

Beyond this new method of presenting his ideas, repton saw it as his role to educate 
his clients and readers. subjects such as composition, colour theory, perspective, scale 
and proportion, and the effect of light and shadow were written about and illustrated. in 
several red Books, he referred to a landscape having drawn curtains, which he opened 
in his ‘after’ watercolour view. if the client proceeded with the work, he ‘undrew’ the 
curtains on the ground by felling trees or removing buildings. as a former playwright, 
repton was aware of the theatrical impact of the curtain going up to reveal a change of 
set. his careful use of perspective allowed large objects to be concealed in what must 
have seemed like a magical illusion. he stated that it was:

the business of taste, in all the polite arts, to avail itself of stratagems, by which the 
imagination may be deceived […] in landscape gardening everything may be called a 
deception by which we endeavour to conceal the agency of art, and make our works 
appear to be the product of nature only […] we plant a hill, to make it appear higher 
than it is; we open the banks of a brook, to give it the appearance of a river; or to 
stop its current, to produce an expanse of surface; we sink the fence betwixt one lawn 
and another, to give imaginary extent, without inconvenience or confinement; and every 
piece of artificial water, whether it take the shape of a lake, a river, or a pool, must look 
natural, or it will fail to be agreeable.18
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when a design was so successful that it looked natural, repton argued that the deceit 
was accepted even when found out. he compared this to the performance of a great 
actor such as david garrick or sarah siddons, who could incite feelings even when it was 
known they were acting.19 however, repton believed that ‘in works of art every trick 
ought to be avoided’ and for that reason he disliked sham ruins and bridges.20

sir walter scott found:

great amusement in reciting that description of between what is & what was which mr. 
repton exhibits by means of that ancient contrivance a raree show omitting only the 
magnifying glass & substituting his red book for the box and strings.21

a raree or rarity show was a peep box with pictures viewed through a magnifying glass 
or a hole in the box. the pictures could be lifted up and down on strings and the ‘show’ 
sometimes had biconvex lenses to manipulate the perspective or lights that could change 

figure 2 ‘Billy’s raree-show or John Bull enlighten’d’. the flag reads: ‘licenced by authority. 
Billy hare’s grand exhibition of moving mechanism or deception of the senses’, and the 

main text begins: ‘now pray lend your attention to the enchanting prospect before you […]’ 
(published 15 august 1797). courtesy: artokoloro Quint lox ltd/alamy stock photo, p6p16c
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the picture from day to night depending on whether they were in front of or behind 
the picture (figure 2). repton’s show was played out on the ground with the gradual 
revealing of previously hidden scenes. 

what to View and how to View it

‘if the perfection of art consists in shewing beauties and hiding defects, it must be asked, 
from what point of view any object is to be seen?’; repton considered the views from 
set positions: from the windows of the house; from the approach roads; and from the 
walks and drives.22 what needed to be concealed or how a feature was to be revealed 
depended on the kind of view, the angle it was seen from and the speed at which it was 
seen, according to the mode of transport. in the walks and drives, ‘we are at full liberty 
to display good features, or avoid bad ones’ by altering the line, and ‘in the approaches 
we may do the same, yet under certain restrictions, because the roads must lead to the 
house’. however, the view from the house was fixed and needed to be carefully designed 
to work out which ‘objects [would be] most desirable to form this permanent scenery, 
and how other objects may be introduced, to vary or enliven the same landscape, always 
seen from the same spot’.23 the types of view repton designed included the following.

Composed views
these were seen from the house or from stations along a drive or walk: 

the road which conducts a stranger to the best points of view, should appear to be 
the most natural and easy line of communication from one object to another; some of 
these points of view may be distinctly marked by a building, a covered seat, or other 
striking circumstance to arrest the progress and fix the attention: but the drive should 
[…] present the beauties of the place, without fatiguing the eye by their frequency [… 
and] with convenient resting places, it may be sometimes used as a walk.24 

since any route could be taken across a garden or pleasure ground, the defined route 
was often a dry walk that could be taken in any season: ‘these are all fenced in & may 
be kept as neat & trim as ladys sattin shoes may require’.25 along the walks repton 
advised low-growing shrubs with some flowers in front, ‘except in those walks which 
require shade, and there tall plants may be put close to the side of the walk’.26 the best 
views were sometimes reserved ‘for those who can walk to them, and who can climb 
steps or creep thro’ caverns’, but repton also proposed others ‘from the windows of a 
carriage with all the interest of surprise and novelty’.27 while the approach drive was 
usually gravelled, he preferred the drives to be grass; levelled and occasionally mown. 
he generally did not like drives within belts unless the belt was wide enough to allow a 
varied winding course, giving views out on either side or of the trees through the centre.28 

General views 
these were views that were not composed and were the type seen from a Ride (or riding), 
which required:

an open, airy, prospect, in which the same distant objects may continue in view for 
many miles without palling the eye, because exercise is the chief object of riding; and the 
character of the scenery should be so bold, that those who run may read them.29

A burst 
this was a method repton used for the first view of the house from the approach road. 
he aimed to make this as dramatic as possible, concealing the view of the house until it 
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was seen to best advantage, usually when rounding a bend in the road.30 at hatchlands, 
surrey, ‘the most interesting views of park and distant country, will ascend a knoll, 
where it bursts upon the house’;31 at wentworth woodhouse, Yorkshire, ‘a small clump 
which will form a part of this great mass, and which now hides the house, till, by a 
judicious bend round that angle, the whole building burst at once upon the view’;32 and 
at sheringham, Upcher and repton rode out ‘and traced the road – quite made for us – at 
the end of which the first spot which repton had fixed on, burst upon us, with repton’s 
post chaise fixed in it representing the house’ (figure 3).33 

Peeps 
these were narrow views, usually cut through planting, and often of scenery or a feature 
about to be seen at a station. You were not meant to stop at these, just glance at them as 
you passed by. Because of the parallax effect, as you walk past a narrow viewpoint, the 
background of the landscape scrolls across, so each section is seen in turn but not together. 
repton noted that in the approach to Burley on the hill, rutland: ‘every step varies the 
position of the several parts, as they advance or recede perspectively’.34 examples of 
peeps can still be seen at sheringham and are described in the red Book for attingham 
park, shropshire (1798), where the walk or drive went ‘thro’ the plantation on the hill 
with occasional openings towards the park’35, and then gave full views from the high 
ground towards shrewsbury and the wrekin. 

Prospects 
these were bird’s-eye views from a higher viewpoint, giving a map-like vista overlooking 
the estate and beyond. they often included churches and villages or mountain ranges, 
seen in the distance: ‘an extensive prospect is most admired when the distant objects are 
most clear and distinct,’ while near objects are strongly represented, those further away 
usually recede.36 light objects, including water if it is reflective, recede less. however, 
‘no beauty of prospect can compensate for the cold exposure to the north, the glaring 

figure 3 View from the approach road at sheringham, norfolk; from humphry repton, red 
Book for sheringham, norfolk (1812). felbrigg hall, national trust id no. 3076480.  

courtesy: ntpl commissioned (ntpl), © national trust images
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blaze of the setting sun, or the frequent boisterous winds and rain from the west and 
south-west.’37 repton preferred to have a Landscape View from the house rather than a 
prospect. this was a view framed by a foreground of trees, which rose above the horizon. 

Vistas
these were long views such as one along an enfilade, a straight glade or an avenue. at 
Bulstrode, Buckinghamshire, repton had been asked not only to retain an avenue but 
also to place a bench at the end of it. he struggled with this, first because he disliked what 
he termed ‘eye-traps’, but also because the proportions were wrong, with the length ‘too 
great for the height’. he proposed a temple instead, but if it had to be a bench, it should 
be painted green to make it as invisible as possible.38 

the views from the drives, walks and approaches made the most of a moving viewpoint, 
and this provided variety to the scene. however, the views from the house and stations 
were static and here repton suggested animation of some form: livestock, the glittering of 
water, the play of light and shade on planting, smoke rising from a cottage, a flag flying, a 
boat under sail, carriages along a drive, or people working in the hay meadows (figure 4).

reQUisite 1:  it mUst displaY the natUral BeaUties, and hide  

the natUral defects of eVerY sitUation 

the display of natural beauties often involved the removal of formal landscape features, 
and this was especially the case with avenues. although mr rushworth had suggested in 
Mansfield Park that ‘repton, or anybody of that sort, would certainly have the avenue 
at sotherton down’, in practice he often retained avenues, or at least the appearance of 
them, for:

a man of taste will pause [before cutting down an avenue], and not always break 
their venerable ranks, for his hand is not guided by the levelling principles or sudden 
innovations of modern fashion; he will reverence the glory of former ages.39

figure 4. View to the pavilion at hill hall, essex, animated by livestock; from humphry 
repton, red Book for hill hall, essex (1791). courtesy: essex record office, d/dU 640
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repton had worked out that:

the straight line might be preserved in appearance from the ends of a vista, or avenue, 
without actually filling up all the sides; and thus alternate openings of views to the 
country might be obtained’, a method he termed ‘breaking an avenue.40 

where it was necessary to hide buildings or other features, this was done by planting:

the height of the plants must be guided by the objects they are intended to hide, or the 
views they may obstruct. in those places where good prospects are seen over the walls, 
they need only be high enough to hide the walls; in others, where houses or other objects 
require to be concealed, they must be high in proportion.41

repton initially supervised the work on the ground at sheringham during his 
visits there, but from 1814, Upcher started to plant under his ‘own auspices’ following 
repton’s general plan. Upcher’s journal, Sherringhamia, reveals the romantic names used 
by Upcher and the application of repton’s methods of hiding outbuildings, concealing 
designed features and buildings until seen to best advantage, peeps and bursts, and the 
effect of contrasting light and dark.42 in march 1814, Upcher planted:

spruce & silver firs to the right to darken the wood, and exclude the view of the temple 
in passing, in order that the Kelling Burst [the first sight of Kelling heath from the 
approach drive] and walter scott [the signal station] may appear with greater effect. i 
also planted a thornery which we call hawthornden, laburnums, thorns, acacias and 
mountain ash, also a great many spruce firs under the rookery, and on Bluff point, 
Beech, sycamore and mountain ash. Behind ashford’s farm i also planted a spruce fir 
Belt with mountain ash, larch and oak in front. the latter end of april i had above an 
hundred very large hollies brought with balls of earth attached, to the salvator wood. 
[…] i also made a small plantation to the left of our present house of spruce and silver firs 
& larch to plant out the wall, and mountain ash, sweet chestnut, Beech & sycamore, 
lilacs and thorns with a gravel terrace to walk on. […] i also planted a few Beech, 
laburnums & thorns with a hope of their hereafter excluding the view of the roof of 
our offices behind the new house.43

Upcher’s use of the name ‘walter scott’ for the signal station in spy wood behind the 
house, from which there were panoramic views, is appropriate. in 1813, work started in 
earnest at sheringham, and this was also the year in which sir walter scott was ‘bit with the 
madness of the picturesque’ while laying out his own landscape at abbotsford, roxburghshire, 
in 1813;44 william wordsworth was laying out rydal mount, cumbria;45 and J. m. w. 
turner was laying out sandycombe lodge, twickenham, middlesex. turner painted at least 
four repton landscapes at around the time the red Books were being drawn up for them and 
must have been aware of repton and his picturesque landscaping techniques.46 

the garden at sheringham marks a departure from repton’s normal recommendations 
(figure 5). Because the new house faced away from the sea, there was little in the way of 
a sea view from it. to compensate, the garden was designed with the sea as the backdrop. 
however, in doing this, he introduced an artificial foreground to the natural landscape 
and partially obscured the beautiful topography with a screen to protect the garden from 
the north wind. he justified this by saying:

near the mansion of elegance & neatness, we may endure formality […] the principal 
station is that from the house looking eastward, where the contrast betwixt the sea & 
the flower garden will be so novel, that it is worthy of some contrivance to preserve it – 
this can only be done by planting such trees & shrubs as best bear the sea exposure & 
perhaps by some artificial screen to appear as a stage for flowers in summer.47 
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artifice was not required at little green (alias green Vale), west sussex, where the 
view (figure 6):

to the south-east is capable of greater improvement than a common observer would 
suppose possible, yet this improvement consists merely in removing certain objects with 
which art has injudiciously encumbered the view, there are, a clipped hedge, a small 
orchard or garden, and a lofty row of tall elms forming a curtain before the lovely scene 
[…] a gentle valley winding in the form of an irregular glade betwixt trees and brush 
wood, requiring little aid from art to render them far more interesting than my pencil 
can describe. […] in like manner the continuation of the valley thro’ the farm yard is 

figure 5 ‘Before’ and ‘after’ views of the garden at sheringham, norfolk; from humphry 
repton, red Book for sheringham, norfolk (1812). felbrigg hall, national trust id no. 

3076480. courtesy: ntpl commissioned (ntpl), © national trust images
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at present hid by apple trees and brushwood, which when removed will leave the great 
walnut tree a venerable foreground to the large elms which are indistinctly seen betwixt 
its branches.48 

reQUisite 2:  it shoUld giVe the appearance of extent and 

freedom, BY carefUllY disgUising or hiding the BoUndarY 

the first of the great requisites in english gardening is, to banish all appearance of 
confinement, and to give imaginary extent of freedom, by invisible lines of separation, 
by a ha!ha! or sunk fences, &c. if this be difficult in territory of two or three hundred 
acres, how much more so must it be in a plot of three or four acres, enclosed by walls, 
and surrounded by neighbouring buildings? all we can hope to effect, is, to hide this 
boundary everywhere by plantations of such varied outline and depth, as to disguise 
what we cannot extend or remove.49 

in repton’s watercolours for the view from claybury, essex, he did not use before or 
after sketches but one to show the view with a belt and one to show how it would look 
better without (figure 7).50 he explained that:

the meaning of certain small plantations which on the map appear like very disgusting 
patches, but which i hope fully to justify. […] a belt or girdle of plantation round an 
estate is often a very desirable mode of improving, but where the house is so elevated 
as to command a view of its whole extent, which would be the case of claybury, such 

figure 6 ‘Before’ and ‘after’ views of little green, west sussex, showing the effect of opening 
the curtains; from humphry repton, red Book for little green (alias green Vale), west sussex 

(1793). courtesy: west sussex record office, add. ms 520
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a plantation could appear no better than a mere hedge. in the slide of the following 
sketch i have shown the effect of destroying all the hedges, and planting such a belt to 
unite the present woods and surround the premises: on removing the slide is shown, an 
irregularity of outline intended to be produced by the plantations. 

repton explained the ‘disgusting patches’ as follows (figure 8): plantations a and 
B ‘serve to divide the lawn’; c sheltered the kitchen garden and screened it ‘from many 
parts of the grounds particularly from a seat under the large elm on the Knole’; d was a 
small clump which broke the line of the sunk fence between B and e; e united the wood 
with the slip n-n and flanked the sunk fence, ‘a plantation must always guard [a sunk 
fence’s] extremities’; f stopped the slip from looking like a hedge; g was a small clump 
to break the outline and lead ‘the eye into the deep recess, in which a keeper’s lodge 
or cottage would have a good effect, serving to mark the distance and continuity of 
property’; h united the plantations o & p and made it clear that they were part of the 
estate; i & K screened ‘the intended lodges and entrances’; l ‘shut out the sky in the 
approach’; and m was a small clump to ‘hide a red house unfortunately too conspicuous 
from an opening in the hedgerow of elms’. 

a plantation was the best method for hiding the pales but in some cases it would ‘hide 
more than is required’.51 at hatchlands, surrey, three rows of large trees ‘neither do nor 
ever can hide the pale, which appears as perfectly betwixt their stems as if the trees were not 
there’.52 the long shadows cast by the trees drew attention to the boundary and made the 
view gloomy. pales could be hidden by making them of light materials such as slender iron 
and wire painted green; sinking the fence; or the use of a light hurdle instead of paling. in a 

figure 7 Views of the park at claybury, essex, with a belt (above) or with a partial belt and 
plantations (below); from humphry repton, red Book for claybury, essex (1791). courtesy: 

essex record office, d/dU 1113
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small villa landscape, a belt could ‘confine the landscape, by the pale to hide the road; then 
by the shrubs to hide the pale; and lastly, by the fence to protect these shrubs’.53 

reQUisite 3:  it mUst stUdioUslY conceal eVerY interference of art 

[…] maKing the whole appear the prodUction of natUre onlY 

this requisite had several meanings and consequent requirements: artificial landscaping, 
such as the remnants of formal gardening, should be removed or softened; the artificial 
means of making landscape look natural should be hidden; and devices to show the 
landscape to best advantage should not be obvious. at ferney hall, shropshire, repton 
proposed that a venerable hanging wood should be reflected in the water at the bottom of 
the slope, but pointed out that still water situated in a dark recess ‘can only be made visible 
by the reflection of some white object on its opposite bank’. he proposed a small bath 
house, which would be reflected in the water and seen through an opening between trees: 

i am sure i am not deceived in my expectations from this spot, because by bending aside 
a few boughs & breaking off twigs, i got a clear line of sight with the help of a telescope 
which i use for such purposes. this opening must be made to appear accidental, & not 
a hole cut thro’ the wood on purpose.54

he also proposed to ‘destroy the formal terraces which disfigure the beautiful prospect’ 
and the walls that flanked the view from the front of the house. But because the view to 
the distant mountains was almost too extensive, he suggested keeping the fruit garden, 
with a shrubbery to hide it, to ‘enrich the foreground in the home scenery & make a sort 
of balance to the hanging wood which bounds the opposite side of the landscape’.55

figure 8 plan of claybury, essex; from humphry repton, red Book for claybury, essex (1791). 
courtesy: essex record office, d/dU 1113
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repton objected to avenues in general because they ‘will often act as a curtain 
drawn across to exclude what is infinitely more interesting than any row of trees’.56 he 
noted that it was in ‘undrawing this curtain’ by cutting down some chestnut trees in the 
avenue at langley, Kent, that would ‘let in the hill, richly covered with oaks’.57 opening 
up avenues was especially important in uneven ground and when the avenue was seen 
sideways on. he sometimes kept the structure of the avenue but proposed cutting into 
it, so that it still looked like an avenue at either end but not from the sides. however, he 
also appreciated that there was so much ‘ancient grandeur’ in old avenues and concluded 
that, at langley, he did not want the avenue to be ‘further disturbed’.58

Burley on the hill was another landscape where he kept the impression of the rides 
and avenues from the vistas from the house, but made them look more natural in other 
places by removing trees. however, he wrote that ‘if the woods and the natural shape of 
the ground have been mangled and distorted by the absurdities of geometric gardening, 
the water has not escaped its formal influence’.59 there were two vast fishponds that 
were in a poor condition. repton proposed that ‘instead of restoring these unsightly 
basons, i would […] give the water a natural shape’. this involved removing the old 
bridge and narrowing the channel to a dam, which was disguised with planting and 
the facades of a (sham) bridge.60 two years before this, he had proposed removing the 
eighteenth-century sham bridge at Kenwood, middlesex, because it was ‘beneath the 
dignity’ of the site.61 

in the view to the south at Burley on the hill, repton supposed that the improvement 
should be:

by strict adherence to those parts of ancient gardening which contributed to its 
magnificence as a work of art, but not in those instances where proper advantages can 
be taken of the natural beauties of it situation. and here a very happy line of separation 
presents itself, the upper great terrace on which the house stands, is partly natural and 
partly artificial, the whole of this ought to be preserved and acknowledged as a work of 
art, because it would be impossible to make it appear natural. 

if the terrace be allowed as a proper artificial object, it should be embellished with 
ornaments becoming the character of the house, instead of the low red brick wall, it 
should be a balustrade. […] having considered the effect of the terrace as a foreground 
or artificial frame to the picture, i should now wish to obliterate all traces of art.62 

repton stated that ‘a foreground is so essential both in the picture and in reality’ 
and he therefore proposed a terrace, balustrade or rail to mark the distinction between 
the dressed ground and the park at many of the sites on which he worked.63

reQUisite 4:  all oBJects of mere conVenience or comfort, if 

capaBle of Being made ornamental […] mUst Be remoVed or 

concealed

hare street in gidea park, near romford, essex:

stood originally within five yards of the high road: this area was often covered with 
droves of cattle, of pigs, or geese. i obtained leave to remove the paling twenty yards 
further from the windows; and by this appropriation of twenty-five yards of garden, i 
have obtained a frame to my landscape; the frame is composed of flowering shrubs and 
evergreens; beyond which are seen, the cheerful village, the high road, and that constant 
moving scene.64 

repton took ‘some pains to hide’ the butcher’s shop, giving preference ‘to a basket of 
roses’. he used this as an example of how much might be altered by the foreground: 
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‘how a very small object, aptly placed near the eye, may hide an offensive object ten times 
as large; whilst a hedge of roses and sweet-briars may hide the dirt of a road, without 
concealing the moving objects which animate the landscape’.

of the cottages at wimpole hall, cambridgeshire, repton wrote that ‘what pleases 
the eye in art or nature, we are often more indebted to the colouring than to the design’.65 
there were two sets of cottages in the park: one set was symmetrical but composed of 
a ‘glaring assemblage of red brick’ and the other set was a ‘melee mixture of red and 
white’. he remedied the first by suggesting a wash over the bricks and trellis with a few 
laths over the roof to improve it. the second set of cottages was ‘broken and concealed 
by planting a few large trees […] to enclose the yards which are now too often rendered 
unsightly by linen and other nuisances’. he described the stables at wimpole as ‘ugly 
and so conspicuous’ but did not wish them to be removed until the ground behind them 
was ‘more worth to be shown’. in the meantime, he suggested that a few trees should be 
planted before the stable, the church and the east wing of the house to ‘connect the whole 
together and make them less objectionable’ (figure 9). he also suggested colouring all the 
service buildings and the church with a wash of the colour of sussex or suffolk bricks to 
bring a ‘uniformity of colour’.

repton disliked red brick because it was ‘utterly incompatible with all ideas of 
picturesque beauty’.66 he quoted lancelot Brown in Observations on the theory and 
practice of Landscape Gardening (london, 1805 edn): a red brick house ‘puts the whole 
valley in a fever’ and advised stone or stucco if possible, otherwise yellow brick.67 red 
and other warm colours do not recede and fade in colour with distance, unlike green and 

figure 9 ‘Before’ and ‘after’ views of the entrance front of wimpole hall, cambridgeshire; 
from humphry repton, red Book for wimpole hall, cambridgeshire (1801). wimpole hall, 

national trust id no. wim/d/490. courtesy: ntpl commissioned (ntpl), © national trust 
images/a. c. cooper
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other cooler colours, which fade with distance to become a neutral tint. repton would 
use red in his watercolours when he wanted something to stand out, such as a red cloak 
or coat worn in a miniature portrait of his client. he advocated the use of particular 
colours for certain features, including dark colours for the interior bars of sashes and 
window frames; white for the exterior bars (cottages could have green bars); gilding 
could be used on sashes; wooden gates should be painted white, but cast-iron ones should 
be painted green, ideally with copper or gold dust to appear bronze; and fences should be 
a dark (or invisible) green, so that they recede.68 

in repton’s red Book for little green, he gave the house a distinct character 
from neighbouring Uppark. this was so that it did not appear to be a farmhouse or 
steward’s house associated with the larger estate. he surrounded it with trees so ‘that 
the whole will never be seen from the same point of view, and of course the house 
will appear larger than it really is’.69 he changed the size, colour and position of the 
house; enlarged the lawn in front; increased the planting to the sides; removed a row 
of alternate scots and spruce fir; and partly concealed the offices, yards and stables 
with a plantation. repton did not conceal the kitchen garden because he said it would 
not be ‘very offensive provided there be no wall built near the grove’. he noted that 
while kitchen gardens would normally be hidden, in this instance it would be better to 
show it to make it clear that little green was an independent establishment to Uppark 
(figure 10). 

figure 10 ‘Before’ and ‘after’ views of little green, west sussex, showing the retention of the 
kitchen garden; from humphry repton, red Book for little green (alias green Vale), west 

sussex (1793). courtesy: west sussex record office, add. ms 520
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reQUisites conclUded

repton’s principles were laid out in his published works, but in practice his 
recommendations for individual sites sometimes deviated from his general rules. even 
when the client intended to complete repton’s full scheme, this was rarely the case in 
reality and at many sites the client never intended to carry out the design proposals in 
full or even in part. these factors raise particular difficulties when seeking to restore 
repton landscapes, especially when it is not certain what was carried out at the time of 
repton’s suggestions. what repton chose to reveal or conceal at a site where his scheme 
was followed may have been irreversibly altered over time. is it appropriate to follow his 
guidelines for the site when seeking to restore a repton landscape or should we apply his 
general rules, closing views that are no longer attractive, concealing new buildings, and 
revealing areas of later but attractive design?
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